
        Copyright Guidelines for Educators           
 

Format 
Material Type 

Acceptable Under Fair Use Guidelines Explicit Permission 
from Creator required The Fine Print 

Single Copy   
of Printed Material 
for research, 
teaching or class 
preparation.   
 
 

 A chapter from a book 
 A single article, story or essay from a magazine or newspaper (less than 2,500 words) 
 For longer works, 10% or up to 1,000 words of the work may be copied, whichever is 

less.  
 A short poem (less than 250 words) 
 Complete poem if less that 250 words or less than two pages in length. 
 If poem is longer, then up to 250 words may be used. 
 No more than 3 poems by one poet or 5 poems from the same anthology may be used.   
 A single chart, graph, diagram or picture per book or periodical 
 Each copy must include a copyright notice such as: Copyright 1996, Big Publishing Co.  

Copying several articles or 
stories from the same 
magazine or newspaper 
 
 
 

Copies may be made only from legally acquired 
originals. 
 
 
Two pages maximum from an illustrated work less than 
2,500 words (children’s book) 
 
Always wrong to copy consumables such as workbooks, 
copyrighted worksheets, black lined masters, and tests 

Multiple Copies 
of Printed Material 
for Classroom/ 
Instructional Use 

 One copy per student: short poems; excerpts of long poems; short articles, essays or 
stories; one chart, graph, diagram or picture from a single book or periodical (see above 
for specifics) 
 Teachers may make copies up to nine instances per class per term. 
 Multiple copying must be spontaneous on the part of the individual teacher and the 

decision to use the material so close to the date needed for instruction that it would not 
be possible to secure permission from the copyright holder.   

 Each copy must include a copyright notice such as: Copyright 1996, Big Publishing Co. 

Using/making multiple copies 
of same material semester 
after semester 
 
Using more than two 
selections from the same 
author in a semester/year 
 

Copies should never be used to create or replace or 
substitute for anthologies or collective works.   
 
The same copying is not permitted in the subsequent 
term/semester/year without copyright permission. 
 
Usage must be: at the “instance and inspiration of a single 
teacher” and when the timeframe doesn’t allow enough time 
for asking permission; not directed from an external 
authority 

Graphics, 
Photographs 

 Up to five images or photographs by a single artist or photographer 
 From a collection, not more than 15 images or 10% (whichever is less) may be used.  

 Issue with graphics is adaptation:  By enlarging, modifying 
or converting the graphic to another medium, the copyright 
holder’s right to determine how the image will be used is 
violated.  
 
Not permitted: copying an image from a coloring book for 
a worksheet or making stuffed animals of popular picture 
book characters 

Music – for 
listening 
(CD’s, audio clips 
from the Internet, 
lyrics, sheet music 
etc.) 

 Single copy of up to 10% but no more than 30 seconds of a musical composition in print, 
sound, or multi-media format may be copied.   

 

 Always prohibited: multiple copies; copying to create an 
anthology (such as someone’s favorite songs); copying to 
avoid purchasing and copying for performance 
 
 
 

Music – for 
integration into 

 Up to 10% but no more than 30 seconds of a copyrighted musical composition may be 
reproduced or displayed as part of a multimedia program produced by an educator or 

 Multimedia program must have an educational purpose and 
display the multimedia copyright notice. 



multimedia 
projects or video 

student  
Even if music is not incorporated into the video or 
PowerPoint (meaning it plays separately from the video or 
PowerPoint) it is still a violation of copyright because the 
10%/30 second rule has been violated.    

Video for viewing 
(purchased or 
rented) 

 Video must be lawfully acquired. 
 Video must be shown for educational purposes only – not for entertainment, recreation 

or reward.   
 

Good question to ask – “Is 
this an integral part of the unit 
I’m teaching right now?” If 
the answer is no, then 
showing the video would be 
considered a public 
performance and that is not 
authorized.   

Must obtain permission from copyright holder to use a video 
for entertainment, etc. 
 
A single videotape of a student performance may be made 
for teaching and critiquing purposes, but no additional 
copies may be made for sale.  This is because only 
performance rights are granted, not distribution rights.    
 

Video for 
integrating into 
multimedia or 
video projects 
(purchased or 
rented) 

 A single copy of up to 3 minutes or 10% of the whole, whichever is less, may be 
incorporated into a multimedia project such as a PowerPoint presentation.  
 Presentation created by teachers may be used two years.  After that, permission to 

continue using the copyrighted material would have to be obtained. 
 Students retain all rights to materials and projects they have created for class 

assignments.   

Never acceptable to make an 
anthology or collection from 
clips or excerpts 
 
Making a new tape with clips 
from multiple videos, even if 
the clips fall under the 
approved length, would not 
come under fair use because 
this constitutes making an 
anthology.  

Video must be lawfully acquired. 

Television – 
Broadcast 
(Traditional non-
cable broadcasts- 
UHF/VHF channels via 
antenna) 

 Program is used for instructional purposes or face-to-face teaching. 
 Program must be shown within 10 days of the original broadcast. 
 Program cannot be retained beyond 45 calendar days. 
 This applies to PBS programming as well! 
 Copyright notice is required.  
 Copies may be made if additional teachers wish to make use of the broadcast, but all 

copies must be erased after 45 days. 

Using the tape in repeated 
semesters 

Use cannot be for entertainment or filler. 
 
10/45-day rules apply no matter where the program is taped 
or by whom it is taped.   
 
Educational institutions are expected to establish 
procedures, which monitor adherence to these guidelines. 

Television – Cable 
(no fair use rights 
for exclusively 
cable channels like 
Disney, A&E, 
Discovery, etc.) 

 Many “educational” type cable channels provide for extended viewing rights.  
 Program is used for instructional purposes or face-to-face teaching. 
 Program must be shown within 10 days of the original broadcast. 
 Program cannot be retained beyond 45 calendar days. 
 Copyright notice is required.  

 
 

Cable in the Classroom will 
indicate extended viewing 
rights. 
www.ciconlinecom/default.htm 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Computer Software  Single license software is to be installed on only one machine.  If you wish to install it on 
a different machine, then it must be uninstalled from the original machine. 
 Know what type of license you have – single, site, network, lab pack 

Must comply with licensing 
agreement – there are no 
special exemptions made for 
fair use.  Fair use is based on 

Shareware allows users to test software before paying for it. 
Freeware doesn’t require payment and usually allows the 
users to do what he wishes with the software as long as no 
fee is charged another.   



acquiring the media in a legal, 
authorized manner.   

Internet  Since 1989, materials do not need a copyright notice on them to be copyrighted.  One 
must assume that materials, even on the Internet, are copyrighted unless “public 
domain” is specifically stated.  
 Traditional print format fair use guidelines apply to all Internet uses (i.e. information, 

articles, poetry, lyrics, graphics, etc.). 
 Apply fair use guidelines to:  

 Single copies for research, teaching, and/or class preparation. 
 Multiple copies for classroom/instructional use. 

 Any repeat use from one semester or year to the next, needs permission. 
 Same % of the whole apply (10%, 3 minutes, etc.) 

Students own the rights to 
their work.  The student or 
parent/guardian must grant 
permission to post. 
 

All materials created by the federal government are not 
eligible for copyright protection. 
 
Images may not be reposted on the Internet without 
permission.   

Scanning  Students and teachers are expected to comply with copyright and fair use guidelines 
when scanning materials. 
 Guidelines do not authorize the alteration of graphics in any way for reproduction. 
 However, students may use a scanned copyrighted image in a report or classroom 

presentation, but the student must retain the report once it is graded.  

  

 
Two requirements must be included in every multimedia presentation:   
 
 This notice must appear at the beginning of the multimedia presentation: 

 
“This presentation was created following the Fair Use Guidelines for Educational Multimedia.  Certain materials are included under the Fair Use exemption of the U.S. Copyright Law.  
Further use of these materials and this presentation is restricted.”   
 
 Proper credit must be given for copyrighted materials used in the multimedia presentation.  Credit can be given when the copyrighted material appears or it can be included at the end of the 

presentation in the bibliography.  
 
Relevant Terms: 
 
Copyright: the exclusive legal rights of a creator to reproduce, prepare derivative works, distribute, perform, display, sell, lend or rent their original creations. 

 
Fair Use: Allows for limited copying and distribution of “published” works without the author’s permission in the educational environment.  Whether the use is fair depends on four factors - the 
purpose of use (spontaneous, temporary), the nature of the work (fiction vs. non-fiction), the amount of use (short in nature, does not reflect the essence of the total work), and the effect of the use (will 
there be reduction of sales?).    Fair Use should not be viewed as restrictive but rather as a guideline that gives educators and students the ability to use relevant content related materials in day to day 
instruction that they other wise would not be able to.   
 
Public Domain: – work belonging to the public as a whole – government documents and works, works with expired copyrights or no existing protection and works published over 75 years ago.   
 
 
Revision: 01B 



 
Resources for Copyright Guidelines for Educators 

 
 

 Copyright Guidelines for Educators template provided by Joan Salisbury, Media Specialist, Reeths-Puffer High School 
 

 Simpson, Carol. Copyright for Schools:  A Practical Guide Third Edition. Worthington, Ohio:  Linworth Publishing, Inc. 2001 
 

 American Library Association, Copyright Web Site 
http://www.ala.org/washoff/copyright.html 

 
 Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. 

http://www.copyright.com/ 
** This is a good resource for getting copyright permission. ** 

 
 CONFU (The Conference on Fair Use) 

http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/dcom/olia/confu/ 
 

 Fair Use of Copyrighted Works (Consortium for Educational Technology for University Systems) 
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/dcom/olia/confu/ 

 
 Groton Public Schools Copyright Implementation Manual 

http://www.groton.k12.ct.us/mts/eg1.htm 
 

 PBS TeacherSource:  Copyright 
http://www.pbs.org/teachersource/copyright/copyright.shtm 

 
 Timeline:  A History of Copyright in the U.S. 

http://arl.cni.org/info/frn/copy/timeline.html 
 

 United States Copyright Office 
http://lcweb.loc.gov/copyright 

 
 10 Myths about Copyright Explained 

http://www.templetons.com/brad/copymyths.html 


